A full fledged assessment and Certification Module will be enabled shortly. Till such time, as an immediate measure to have online data, we have enabled the assessment agencies on Kaushalkar portal. We have enabled one login for each agency, where the agency can login, choose the batches and input their results against the trainee.

The steps are simple.

Step 1: Login – Click on Login (https://www.kaushalkar.com)
Assessment for existing Batches

The tool bar has few menu. Click on Certify CAAF Batch for batches from Skill Mission and Certify Govt Batch for all other batches.

For Batches of Skill Mission – Please select Certify CAAF Batches and for other government departments, please select Certify Govt Batches.

Step 2: This screen displays all batches to be assessed. You can select the batches based in Their serial number or use combination of filters.

Upon identifying your Batch, please click the ‘Certify” button
Step 3: Based on the results, in the Action Column, please click on the green icon for passed trainee and the red icon for trainees who have failed.

Please note that an assessment module is being developed and will be available with all features including input of marks.

For all those trainees whom you have certified, they will be treated as successfully completed the course. For the rest, they will be treated as failed candidates.

Please feel free to use the Support Option on our portal for any issues.